Animal Place Foster Parent Certificate
JILL
Birthday: 5/16/2018
Arrival to AP: 5/16/2020
History:
Jill, along with 1,030 other hens, were
raised on an egg farm in Iowa. They lived in
crowded cages, stacked on top of each
other, in dark and filthy barns. Due to
COVID-19, the farm was “depopulating” and
allowed us to save 1,000 hens. The
challenge was how to get 1,000 birds from
Iowa to California! We solved that problem
by renting a cargo plane to fly the birds to
safety. We drove to Iowa to coordinate the
huge rescue. Jill and her friends now have
space and freedom to spread their wings,
perch, dust bathe and feel the Earth under
their feet!

Personality:
Jill is a little shy but quickly warmed up to
our animal caregivers. It is as if she knew we
saved her life! During the first couple of
nights in their new home, we

teach them to perch. But instead of
perching, Jill would crawl onto our laps and
cuddle! She gets along with her feathered
friends as well and enjoys sun bathing with
them.

Favorite Foods:
Jill loves grapes! She also enjoys berries but
will do a happy dance for grapes!

Fun chicken Facts:
Chickens have an excellent sense of time.
They understand when it’s dinner time and
are not afraid to let you know when to feed
them! When chickens are happy and cozy,
they cuddle up and purr just like cats do!
They are the closest living relative to the T.
rex! (almost as terrifying)

How your gift helps:
Birds raised for their eggs experience many
reproductive health issues because they are
bred to lay more than 300 eggs a year! Your
gift helps to provide Jill with medical care to
keep her healthy and comfortable! Thank
you!
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